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ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Join us to worship, learn, and serve in Jesus’ name,
and to be equipped for your journey of life.

10:00AM HOLY EUCHARIST
WITH HEALING

CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
9:15AM SUNDAY
ALL AGES—VARIOUS LOCATIONS
SEPT—MAY

PASTORAL CARE
FOR COMMUNION TO

Uncharted territory. Social distancing. Situation in flux. Shelter in place. Layers of
complexity. Live-streamed Morning Prayer. Uncertain times. Pre-recorded Easter service.
New normal. Let’s Zoom . . .

THE HOMEBOUND
AND PASTORAL VISITS, CONTACT
THE PARISH OFFICE TO SEEK
A CLERGY PERSON

404.237.5589

I’ve been dealing with this blessed virus since February and I am exhausted!!!!

OFFICE HOURS
9A—4P

During Lent, I could just put all of “this” into a big pot together with self-sacrifice,
atonement, and preparation, but now??? It’s the Easter season, I want to rejoice, enjoy
the lovely spring weather, and get a B R E A K!!!

by Susie Dupree

Sadly, it is not to be. COVID-19 is here to stay and we are all adapting to life in the Pandemic.

I’ve always been a spontaneous person, enjoying last minute adventures, spur of the moment cocktails
with friends or leaving the housework to play with newly hatched chicks. Now, impulsiveness has
waned. “Run to the grocery store“ means suiting up with masks, arriving at the store at a ridiculously
early hour and keeping a social distance from fellow shoppers, having shoes that cannot come inside
after that event and cleaning the products when I get home. Don’t forget the hand sanitizer! Did I
In Susie
touch my nose? There have been tomes of bad jokes and videos on the internet about the contagion.
’s gard
en
Have you noticed your Netflix feed suggests movies about epidemics? We are beyond sympathetic to
our health care providers, first responders, grocery clerks and managers, drug stores, veterinarians and kitchens that
have all had to adapt. Adjusting to a new norm is not easy for anyone.

To make this time fruitful, I’ve intentionally attended to my spiritual growth and I’ve been especially
mindful of how my soul is responding to the circumstances. Since the Christian journey is always a shared
journey, I have asked my fellow pilgrims some of the questions I’ve been struggling with in order to gain
some wisdom.

What I have noticed is that I am seeing more. This has been a topic with friends often in the past few days. Have the azaleas ever been this beautiful? More splendid than ever before. Some think it was the rain. I think we are unhurried and noting God’s superb creations. Could we be slowing down to wonder at all the beautiful aspects of our planet that we have
been too busy to notice? Have you ever seen and heard so many birds singing, nesting, and raising young? They were doing
it last year in April. Why didn’t we note these miracles?
While I would not consider myself a spiritual person in the conventional sense of the word, I am a believer in God. How
could we have this Eden without a Holy Father? The Creator. Have I fashioned a place in my home to worship during this
wave of quarantine? No, no special place with candles and peaceful symbols. I am most with God and believing when I
watch a pair of ants pulling a mammoth dragonfly skeleton in unison to their colony. When the seeds I planted sprout, it is a
wonder. I am with Him when I marvel at all the many shades of green in the new growth on shrubs and trees. I am with God
as I watch the bluebirds court and bring up their young in our backyard. I hear God and see God most in nature. My sense of
gratitude for this Life has become more profound since I have slowed down the pace.
Chores are not as important as sitting on the front porch with my neighbor. I have learned from this quiet time that
mascara is not as important as a smile. Sharing makes me feel good about myself. I think I have become a better listener
and observer. I have renewed old friendships and realized that some were not meant to be. There is food on our table, a
roof over my head and I have much to give to those who are in need. So, when we return to normal, whatever that is, I
hope I will not lose this sense of feeling God show me His wonders in so many places that I had forgotten to look.
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This issue is a compilation of their responses. As you can see, there are no “right” answers and, in some
cases, more questions have emerged. I invite you to reflect on the questions yourself and if you feel so
moved to share your answers with me.











How are you living out your faith in the pandemic?
Are you able to attend to your spiritual life? How? What has changed?
Are you using some of your time to go deeper (through devotional readings, Lectio Divina, online
classes, articles, etc.)?
How are you loving God and loving your neighbor at this time?
How are you intentionally loving yourself, so that you may serve and be present to others?
How are you being the Church in these extra-ordinary circumstances?
Do you still feel in communion with others? How?
What makes Church real for you at this time? Do you have a prayer
space?
How was Holy Week/Easter for you?
What new discoveries have you made during this time? About yourself,
your relationships, your life?

Stay safe and wash your hands,
My Easter Vigil prayer place
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by Mary Stark
by Betty Ann Wylie

Lord God, almighty and everlasting Father, you have brought us in safety to this new day. BCP p. 137

During this topsy-turvy Holy Week, when St. Anne’s family has not been able to gather in person to
worship together, I have not set foot inside our sanctuary, but I have still “been to Church” in
other ways and other places. From the woods behind St. Anne’s to the mountain tops of North
Carolina, I have found a sense of community and communion, both outdoors in the beauty of
God’s creation and indoors while sitting at the “miracle” we call the computer, connecting across the miles with scattered members of my own family in celebration of Christ’s resurrection.
The first two Sundays after the closing of sanctuaries across the country, I
watched from home as my brother’s son, Tee Gatewood, without lectern,
pulpit or vestments, but dressed in his usual khakis and plaid shirt, stood
before the empty pews in the simple, wooden Arbor Dale Presbyterian
Church in Banner Elk, NC, and spoke the scriptures from memory as he does
every Sunday, then delivered the sermon electronically to the scattered
The simple, wooden Arbor Dale Presbyterian Church
congregation sheltering in their homes. The only other sounds in the
sanctuary that morning were a piano, a violin and the voices of his wife and daughter as they joined him in the closing
hymn. Early in the morning on Good Friday, as I reread copies of those sermons, I could still hear the conviction in
Tee’s voice and see the grin on his face as he preached the good news from the gospel according to Matthew those
previous Sundays.

A garden at Saint Anne’s

Twice that weekend, I left the computer behind and spent restorative hours in the
beauty of the grounds surrounding St. Anne’s, from the welcoming pine island facing
the church, to the magnolias and flowers lining the steps leading up to the front doors,
past the silent bell, along the drive to the peaceful burial garden, down the wooded
path dotted with benches, on to the patio with its fountain, and back again through this
quiet retreat open to all. As I drove home, I gave thanks for all those whose memorial
gifts, vision and labor continue to create and maintain this increasingly beautiful setting
for our community of St. Anne’s Church, Day School, and Terrace.

Over the next few days, I made several virtual visits to Canton, NC and the
flower-filled gardens and music-filled sanctuary of St. Andrew’s On-the-Hill,
a jewel box of an Episcopal church built of stone and lit by two glorious
stained glass windows, the altar window depicting the resurrected Jesus
with welcoming arms stretched wide amid the beauty of the surrounding
mountains and native flowers. There I watched and listened as our grandson, Robert Super, a high school Senior with no school to attend, and Ann
Tiner, Principal Parish Musician (not unlike our own Joyce Schemanske)
St. Andrew’s On-the-Hill
filled the empty sanctuary with the beautiful sounds of the clarinet, piano, and
organ as they recorded music and images of the church and garden for the upcoming Easter services.
On Easter morning, Tee’s sermon at Arbor Dale Presbyterian and the Banner Elk Sunrise Service (atop a nearby cold
and windy mountain where he and three other very WARMLY attired ministers, each from a different denomination,
delivered a celebratory choral reading) provided a unique and joyful start to an eagerly anticipated Easter Day.
My final virtual visit took me to First Presbyterian Church, built many years ago of local granite, in Mount Airy, NC
where Tee’s brother, Griff Gatewood, is the pastor. Once again glorious Easter music filled an empty sanctuary as
Amazing Grace, arranged by Mark O’Connor, served as prelude and Allegro from Handel’s Sonata no. 3 in F Major was
the postlude, both played magnificently by Griff’s wife, Elizabeth, violinist. Griff’s Easter message and the hymns led by
three members of the choir brought a welcome sense of communion and community to a never to be forgotten Easter
Season.
continued on next page >
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I breathe in, I breathe out, consciously feeling my rib cage expand with each breath. That’s how I’ve been starting my day
for the past month. Or has it been longer? I think about someone who is struggling for her life on a ventilator. Or someone
needing help with his breathing and not being able to get the help he needs. I lie in bed letting the morning sun shine
through the window and say prayers of gratitude, hope, and courage. These days I pray often. I have discovered comfort
in starting my day with morning prayer. The Psalms have become a source of strength.
Some sense of routine has helped me weather this storm. I have to admit I turn on my phone and check the latest statistics
for COVID-19 cases and deaths. But I don’t turn on the television and look at images. Then I have breakfast with John.
We’ve been enjoying oatmeal with fresh strawberries The strawberries taste of life and hope.
Most every morning I take a class on Zoom that’s given by my local yoga studio. It’s been a great way to stay
connected with this community. And another reminder to pay attention to my breath. It feels like another
form of prayer for the world right now. The Clorox wipes make yoga blocks, too!
After class I try and reach out to others. I stay in touch with my Community of Hope care
receivers, friends, and family through phone calls and cards. Some days are better than
others. I love to sit at our little table outside if it’s warm enough.
The silver lining to all this time is that I have reached out to long-lost friends and reconnected. Zoom has allowed us to visit with others in ways this introvert never imagined- from happy hour
to dinner party visits. And speaking of the Internet, I’m taking an online class, watching videos of some of
the great spiritual leaders of our time, listening to mindfulness meditations, and
staying connected to St. Anne’s.
This isolation has coincided with beautiful springtime weather allowing me to take long walks in
my neighborhood. Inspired by an Instagram account called morning altars, one day I collected
natural objects and came home and created a nature mandala. I guess once you’ve taught young
children you never run out of things to do with found objects!
A silver lining of this pandemic is that I am finding more time to meditate,
pray, and read every day. Lately it’s been in my bedroom in this chair,
although I’m looking forward to warmer weather and taking my practice
outside to the backyard.
Having a 20-year-old has provided a unique challenge. On one hand, she will
make quick trips to the grocery store for us. However, she desperately misses
her friends and would much rather be back at college living in her apartment.
And developmentally that’s where she belongs. She’s needed lots of space to
process this moment and time to spend online with her buddies. She is holed up
in her room for most of the day with a stash of junk food and her computer.
Dinnertime has become an event for us. It’s a time where we sit down together as a family and visit.
We are trying to keep our immune systems healthy and support our local farmers by eating lots of
fresh produce which we get by going to the Farmers Market each Saturday at the Cathedral. Once or
twice a week we will order takeout from a local restaurant; they are all struggling to survive. We’ve even sent in money to
a GoFundMe for the servers at our favorite restaurant.
Compline each evening with St. Anne’s brings me a sense of peace as the day draws to an end. I look forward to seeing the
reader and hearing the words from the Book of Common Prayer. May you find peace, too.
Guide us waking, O Lord, and guard us sleeping; that awake we may watch with Christ, and asleep we may rest in peace.
Alleluia, alleluia, alleluia.
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HERE TO SERVE YOU
TEL.: 404.237.5589
HOURS: 9AM-4PM, M-F

By Margaret Jackson

RECTOR

Life at St. Anne's Terrace means that all of us are cared for in so many ways
— physically, emotionally, and spiritually. We are fed wonderful food daily;
the staff has ready smiles and — prior to Covid-19 — hugs. During this time, when we cannot
see family and friends outside the Terrace “close up and personal,” our staff has gone out of
its way to let us know we are loved. Extra treats in our dinner sacks, smiling eyes above their
face masks, conversations at a six-foot distance, hall bingo weekly, pictures to color, puzzles
to work, things to read and, yes, making sure we are not surreptitiously breaking the six-foot
distancing rule with each other. I hope that we are returning all of their love and care with
heartfelt thank yous, inquiries about how they are coping, compassion for their situations,
laughter with them, and exchanging God stories.
It is the God stories that have helped the most in the present situation. In a time of fear and
isolation, they remind us that we are never alone. God walks with us in the forms of our
Father and Creator; our Savior, Jesus; and our Council and Guide, the Holy Spirit. I have had
to remind myself and others of this constant care we are given more often now.
I have also found in times of anxiety that visualization helps.
Sometimes I feel Mama's presence almost physically; sometimes “Though not physically, we
I share a glance and laugh with my grandmother who helped
are still in the company of and
raise me. Often when I am having trouble focusing during
loved by others in our
prayers (ADHD?) I feel Jesus holding me firmly but gently on his
communities.”
lap.
What have been huge helps in all of this are the services from St. Anne's and the Cathedral.
Though not physically, we are still in the company of and loved by others in our communities.
These have been real feelings of the presence of the Holy Spirit.
Being able to share spiritual, practical, funny, and frustrating experiences via Facebook, email,
and telephone calls has helped so much. When I think of my mother and grandmother and all
of the others who helped raise me, and their experiences during the depression and World
Wars I and II, I am pulled up short. What do I have to complain about or fear in comparison.
All of us have been and are blessed, Folks, with communities that love and care for us and
whom we can love and care for in different ways.
Alleluia, the Lord has risen; the Lord has risen indeed, Alleluia!

VESTRY
Marla Moore, Senior Warden
Nancy Skinner
Junior Warden
Michael Dunlap, Treasurer
Peter Almond, Finance Chair
Class of 2020
RJ Briscione
Marla Moore
Bret Schiller
Nancy Skinner
Class of 2021
Judith Brown
Jeffrey Collins
Dick Haining
Leah Tennille
Class of 2022
Mike Ecker
Chase Long
Irene Pedersen
Heidi Swygert

CLERGY
The Rev. Tim Meyers,
Associate Rector
tmeyers@saintannes.com
Debra Aring, Deacon
daring@saintannes.com

STAFF
Patrick Cobb
Facilities Manager
pcobb@saintannes.com
Lee Cousins
Sexton
Scott Miller
Parish Administrator
smiller@saintannes.com

by Ben Dupree

Ben leading Compline
on his night

The Very Rev. Licia Affer
laffer@saintannes.com

Sharing Compline every evening has benefitted me as well as the readings
from The Rule of Benedict. Staying closer to home during Lent reminded
me of the solemnity of that season and made the seasonal readings more
impactful. (What’s harder, hanging around the house or meditating in the
desert for 40 days?)

While we are blessed to live in a neighborhood of friendly folks, we do
seem to all be even more interested in each other’s welfare – often asking each other if one
needs anything from the grocery store. I have been more intentional about calling friends
and relatives just to check on them, even though we live too far apart to offer more than
moral support.
Stay safe.
Ed. Note: Compline is held nightly at https://www.facebook.com/SaintAnnesATL/
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Holly Raindrop
Financial AdminIstrator
hraindrop@saintannes.com
Dr. Joyce Schemanske
Director of Music
jschemanske@saintannes.com
Tabitha Tobiassen
Director of Children’s & Youth
Ministries
ttobiassen@saintannes.com
“ . . . serve one another humbly in
love.” Galatians 5:15

Week three was progress.
by Alex Rhodeen

Week four was a sense of the new normal, such as it is.
At times I get overwhelmed seeing the destruction occurring
in people’s lives and wonder how to help. Prayer, reflection,
and virtual community are the constants of daily life in our
apartment. Our St. Anne’s community is also essential in
coping with the new normal.

The most incredible thing about our new
normal is how everything continues to
change yet every day feels the same.
Attending Sunday service at St. Anne’s
the first day of new procedures to stay
healthy was surreal but also familiar; passing the peace from
a distance was the former but being physically in our church
and community being the latter.

I am also blessed to have a six-year old in my life which
requires me to see our new normal from his perspective and
do my best to explain what’s happening in the world.

Atlanta Public Schools announcing they were closing for a
month is when home life shifted for me. I work from home
usually so Carter’s mother, who is an essential worker, and I
decided I would have him M-F to handle schooling and she
would have him on the weekends.

On Good Friday Carter and I walked to a nearby church to do
our ritual at the cross. On Easter Sunday I got dressed up as I
normally would and joined The MESS, then watched Easter
service. Wearing a suit and tie while sitting home alone was
different but it still felt like Easter.

Week one was a disaster.

Finally, Jesus calls us to be
our brother and sister’s
Week two was despair.
keeper, which is a
But on Sunday, at the start of week three is when everything wonderful daily reminder
changed. The MESS topic was to share a high-light and low- to help others in
light from the week and the honesty with which everyone
whatever way we can. To
shared was a reminder we are not alone despite physical
look beyond our own selfisolation. I shared my low-light during a week in which I
interest to be a light in
struggled in all aspects. I shared that I have to instill
the new normal any way
structure into each day or this will end with me locked in a
we can. I am grateful to
closet sucking my thumb.
have my faith and the
community of St. Anne’s.
After MESS I made a list of the daily things that needed to
happen including walks, set times for schooling, and times
Peace be with you.
for work. All obvious things I couldn’t see for two weeks.

Carter getting way too much
screen time.

continued from page 2
Written on the church’s website are these words, “For over 150 years, First Presbyterian has been a witness to the love
of God in Jesus Christ in Mount Airy and the larger world. We continue to trust God to guide us in the years and decades
ahead.”
St. Andrew’s website proclaims, “We strive to be loving, liberating and life-giving, just like the God who formed all things
in love.”
Arbor Dale Presbyterian “is a community of people . . . a family of faith where you can experience the welcome of God
and the fellowship of his Spirit. As we worship, make disciples, and demonstrate God’s love we seek to be a Christcentered, a spirit-filled congregation full of grace that is fixed upon God’s word.”
The communion and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit were evident everywhere,
sounding a lot like “the warm, inclusive church family” that is St. Anne’s,
where “our mission is to live out the Gospel and the ordination of our baptism.”
THANKS BE TO GOD!
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by Amber Almond
by Dan Treadaway

“If I had more time, I would . . .” Read more books? Do puzzles with my kids? Clean out that
closet? Set aside time for prayer and meditation?

We’d been praying about whether to get a new dog for a good while when it happened.
One Sunday afternoon in mid-October upon returning home from
church, there she was: a mother cat lying in some pine straw up against
the back wall of the house, nursing three kittens that looked to be
about a month old. Neither the kittens nor their mother would allow us to get too close, but they
were also happy to eat food we began leaving for them on the back deck.
Eric would ultimately name the mother cat Olga. Why Olga, you ask? After he observed that her
multi-colored coat looked like a Picasso painting, I decided to look up Picasso on Wikipedia, where
we found a very helpful listing of all of Picasso’s mistresses. Eric’s favorite was Olga.
Thus began an adventure that included, among other things, Eric’s building a couple of makeshift houses to keep the family dry in bad weather and his attaching several “sting toys” to the
gutter to provide interactive amusement for the kittens. Eric’s talent for naming didn’t stop with
Olga, either. Although we had no idea of the genders of the kittens, Eric decided to name them
after the ladies in the campy ‘70s TV hit, Charlies’ Angels. Hence, they were christened Sabrina,
Kelly, and Jill-Chris.
In addition to being an affectionate and playful mother, Olga also turned out to be a fierce
protector of her children. On several occasions, she chased away a couple of different curious
tom cats (who may or may not have been the father of said kittens). We learned quickly that Olga was a force of nature
who knew how to take care of herself and her offspring vey well.
After six weeks of observing the hilarity that three kittens inevitably provide (and
Olga discouraging nursing in favor of solid food), we decided it was time to take
the first step in seeking permanent homes for the kittens. Trapping Olga and her
Angels and taking them to the Atlanta Humane Society was traumatic for all involved. The very nice lady who helped us at the Humane Society gave assurances
that the kittens (who all turned out to be females!) would be easily socialized and
ultimately extremely adoptable. Olga, however, would be a different story. Since
she was feral and not adoptable, all they could do was spay her, give her a rabies
shot, and return her to us. We agreed.
When we brought Olga home December 4 after her surgery, we didn’t know
what to expect. All we could think to do was release her in the backyard and
hope she would be okay. When Eric opened the door of her cage, it was as if
Olga had been propelled by a rocket. We genuinely wondered if we’d ever see
her again.
We didn’t have to wonder for long. Two days later she was on the back deck
with an expression on her face that could only mean, “So where’s my dinner?”
Olga has been a part of our lives virtually every day since October. While she still
won’t allow us to touch her, she has now reached a point where she seems to
actually crave our company (at times when it’s convenient for her, of course).
Sitting on the deck listening to music and drinking a glass of wine is a ritual that
now almost always includes an Olga visit, which invariably includes a bit of playful frolicking for our benefit (just out of our reach, naturally).
continued on next page >
So . . . where’s my dinner?
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These days have tested my theories of what I would really do with more time on my hands.
Although I am balancing an influx of news and fear, homeschooling, and having five people
and two critters in our home eating and thriving all day, I do indeed find myself with new pockets of time on my hands.
And I have added more time to focus on my faith, but not in the ways that I anticipated.
I have always envisioned making time to enjoy a cup of coffee and having time for prayer and
reading in the morning before the family wakes up. And I still do! I have not made morning
devotions part of my “new normal.” But, I have added Compline a few nights a week and I am
moved by the Collect that starts, “Be present, O merciful God, and protect us through the
hours of this night.” It is a beautiful way to end the day, either live with our community and my
girls at bedtime, or later at night when I pull up Compline to pray before bedtime in the dark,
quiet hours in our home. I am grateful for our Saint Anne’s community and the opportunity to
pray and worship virtually throughout the week. It is grounding to have the continuity of
prayer together.
I have found myself turning to prayer throughout the day more often than ever before. With the slower pace of the
days, I am able to stop to take a breath and to offer up prayers when I am fearful, feeling gratitude, or needing an extra
dose of patience and guidance. While my days don’t look the way I envisioned them while sheltering in place, I do feel
like I am taking more time to develop my prayer life and I rely heavily on my faith to steady me in the midst of
uncertainty.
“Be present, O merciful God, and protect us through the hours of this night, so that we who are wearied by the changes
and chances of this life may rest in your eternal changelessness; through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.”
continued from page 4
The notion that Olga’s presence might lead to previously unanticipated insights began to occur to me on Maundy
Thursday and Good Friday. With Coronavirus raging in Georgia and elsewhere, we enjoyed these two services online
from the comfort of our deck. Both evenings, Olga arrived at some random point during the services, had a little nosh,
cavorted a bit on the deck, quickly pursued a mole or chipmunk in the backyard, etc. What I began to realize about Olga
is that her presence and her companionship are completely unexpected gifts. Unlike the house pets we’ve had over the
years, there is absolutely no controlling Olga’s comings and goings. She does as she pleases, for sure, but she always
comes back to us and always wants to spend some time with us.
At some point during Deacon Debra’s delivery of the Maundy Thursday service, with
Olga playing or eating close at hand, it began to dawn on me that the online service
itself (in addition to all the others that came before it) was an unexpected blessing,
even though it originated from a source completely out of any human’s control.

“. . . control is, after
all, an illusion.”

Yes, Coronavirus is an awful, scary, and too often deadly thing. But the St. Anne’s
response to it, completely unforeseen just a couple of months ago, has been such a
wonderful, unanticipated gift and blessing. What I will always think about when I remember this time (and when I look at
Olga) is that control is, after all, an illusion. God will provide in God’s own time.
E-mail Scott Miller
smiller@saintannes.com
or call 404.237.5589
If you do not want us to use your photo or
information in communications, please email Scott
Miller at the address above.

Send in full or “actual” size for best reproduction.
Include the date of the picture, the activity/event,
names of people pictured. Note: we will not
publish names of children in pictures without
permission.
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